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The Dominican Republic, A National History, by Dominican prominent historian Frank Moya Pons is the best history of
the Dominican Republic available in English today.

Use this short reading list, compiled by Cabarete Language Institute, to paint you a fuller picture of the balmy
island state. With references ranging from the Dominican concept of Fuku a curse to Dr. Even if you only get
half of what this story is about and the various references, it is worth the read. This is fictionalized history at
its best with three stories woven throughout the novel, including the gripping account of how the assassination
of Trujillo by former loyalist was planned and eventually carried out. The interwoven story of sex and power
will not only bring out the raging feminist in you, but might even shed some light on how contemporary
Dominican men tend to treat women. In the Time of the Butterflies by Julia Alvarez Set during the last days of
the Trujillo dictatorship in the Dominican Republic, three young sisters, members of a conservative, pious
Catholic family, who had become committed to the revolutionary overthrow of the regime, were ambushed
and assassinated as they drove back from visiting their jailed husbands. Thus martyred, the Mirabal sisters
have become mythical figures in their country, where they are known as Las Mariposas the butterflies , from
their underground code names. Alvarez, a Dominican-American, has fictionalized their story in a narrative that
starts slowly but builds to a gripping intensity. Each of the girlsâ€”Patria, Minerva and Maria Terese Mate
Mirabalâ€”speaks in her own voice, beginning from their childhood in the s; their surviving sister, Dede,
frames the narrative with her own tale of suffering and dedication to their memory. Alvarez captures the
terrorized atmosphere of a police state, in which people live under the sword of terrible fear and atrocities
cannot be acknowledged. From Publishers Weekly 4. The Last Voyage of Columbus: What is with all this
killing stuff anyway Bill? One guy who definitely did a lot of killing was Columbus. He wrote A Short
Account of the Destruction of the Indies in , a shocking catalog of mass slaughter, torture, and slavery, which
showed that the evangelizing vision of Columbus had descended into genocide. Power to the people! A Novel
James by A. A National History by Frank Moya Pons Not exactly light reading but the authoritative academic
history of the Dominican Republic from pre-history to the modern democratic era. Why the Cocks Fight:
While my heart naturally holds a soft spot for the Dominican Republic, here are a few of my favorite reads on
Haiti. A Letter from Haiti by Amy Wilentz. Anything the highly-acclaimed American journalist covering Haiti
writes is worth checking out, including her blog. Her latest book as of this post is Farewell, Fred Voodoo:
While she paints a pretty bleak picture of the futility of so much of the Haitian rescue and rebuilding effort,
her conversations with celebrities like Paul Farmer and Sean Penn are quite entertaining and elucidating. Penn
spent months living in a tent getting down and dirty in the relief effort and is now Ambassador at large for
Haiti. Kudos to you Sean. What can I say, when you learn about the community devoted to helping Haitians
you will laugh, you will cry. These books will now doubt wet your appetite for traveling to the Dominican
Republic. Please follow and like us:
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Great history about the Dominican Republic. Dominican history is complex and the Dominican people are currently a
mixture of the various people who populated the island in the past. Every Dominican should read this book and
everyone who is interested in Dominican and Latin American history.

Caudillos and Empires V. The Idea of the Nation: Order and Progress VI. Religious Practices XI. The
Dominican Diaspora Suggestions for Further Reading Acknowledgment of Copyrights and Sources Index
"The best available collection of writing in English for anyone wanting a broad and varied introduction to
Dominican history, politics and culture. They blend and merge important and formative events and actors that
make up the formal history of the Dominican Republic with accounts designed to help readers understand the
Dominican character and bases for social norms. The dozens of essays and accounts some from contributors
more familiar to casual readers, some less familiar , with an appropriate apportioning of emphases on nations
influential in Dominican affairs such as the US , complete a historiography that is both challenging and
insightful. In a collection of different tiles in the Dominican mosaic, nothing is really trivial here. Upper-level
undergraduates and above. Over suggested readings point the way to further explore an island in the Caribbean
whose history, culture and politics have much to say about the human condition there and elsewhere. That is
not a bad achievement for a book clearly aimed at an undergraduate reader and held together with essays that
illuminate the texts presented to its audience. Ledgister, Caribbean Quarterly "The Dominican Republic
Reader represents the most thought-provoking and interdisciplinary volume offered thus far to an
English-speaking [audience]. It is a must for any university library, as well as a much-needed addition to any
class dedicated to the study of Hispaniola, the Spanish Caribbean, or Dominicans in the United States. An
excellent choice of brief texts makes this an attractive reader for undergraduate courses on the Caribbean. A
very welcome arrival for college and graduate courses. A National History Permission to Photocopy
coursepacks If you are requesting permission to photocopy material for classroom use, please contact the
Copyright Clearance Center at copyright. Please check the credit line adjacent to the illustration, as well as the
front and back matter of the book for a list of credits. You must obtain permission directly from the owner of
the image. Occasionally, Duke University Press controls the rights to maps or other drawings. Please direct
permission requests for these images to permissions dukeupress. For book covers to accompany reviews,
please contact the publicity department. Disability Requests Instructions for requesting an electronic text on
behalf of a student with disabilities are available here.
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"Frank Moya Pons is the best-known contemporary Dominican historian. The author of many books and articles, he is a
recognized scholar both at home and abroad. Moya Pons latest book is based on his well-known Manual de historia
dominicana (), now in its tenth edition and considered a basic text in Dominican historiography.
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Frank Moya Pons is the best-known contemporary Dominican historian. The author of many books and articles, he is a
recognized scholar both at home and abroad. This book is based on his well-known Manual de historia dominicana (),
now in its tenth edition and considered a basic text in Dominican historiography.
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Dominican Republic by Frank Moya Pons. Author Frank Moya Pons. Publisher Markus Wiener Publishing Inc. They also
take account of the recent Dominican electoral processes, the colossal and fraudulent banking crisis of , and the
perpetuation of corruption as part of Dominican political culture.
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Get this from a library! The Dominican Republic: a national history. [Frank Moya Pons; CUNY Dominican Studies
Institute.].

7: 10 Books to Read Before You Visit the Dominican Republic â‹† CLI
Frank Moya Pons, former Research Director at CUNY Dominican Studies Institute, is the author of twenty
www.enganchecubano.com has also taught at Columbia University, the University of Florida, and at universities in the
Dominican Republic.

8: Frank Moya Pons | Revolvy
Moya has a Ph.D. in 'Latin American History', 'Economic Development' and 'Quantitative Methods' from Columbia
University. Moya Pons has taught history at the Pontifical Catholic University Mother and Teacher in the Dominican
Republic, in Columbia and Florida universities in the USA, and has been Research Professor at City College.
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Author: Frank Moya Pons. Publisher: Markus Wiener Publishing Inc. The Dominican Republic: A National History. They
also take account of the recent Dominican electoral processes, the colossal and fraudulent banking crisis of , and the
perpetuation of corruption as part of Dominican political culture. | eBay!
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